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Portfolio Objective/Abstract: 
Large lecture classes, often of 100 students or more, present unique challenges to both teaching 
and learning.  The common method of “delivery” by instructors is lecture, often augmented by a 
set of Power Point slides while the research literature shows that this more traditional way of 
teaching does not reach students in the way we hope and often assume.  At the same time, most of 
the current students populating these classes are born of the Digital Age and have different 
expectations for learning, requiring new approaches in the classroom.  Faculty are exhorted to 
incorporate more critical thinking in their classes no matter the size, while more courses are being 
converted to large lecture venues that are usually not conducive to students interacting with each 
other, or even attending regularly.  The large, impersonal auditoriums seem to be a confounding 
factor to the quality learning we seek to encourage.  Auditoriums are not conducive to interactive 
engagement in our classrooms that are student-centered.   
The results of the current study suggest that utilizing a Student Response System in a large lecture 
course is one way of increasing student engagement and interactivity, and has the added benefit of 
increasing student attendance throughout the semester.  Adding a set of prepared readings designed 
to invite greater engagement with the material and, thereby, setting the foundation for critical 
thinking does not directly correlate with improved grades on the exams without further integration 
into lecture although they provide applications of concepts and theories in a more appealing way 
that can invite critical thinking. 
Introduction and Course Description 
I chose to participate in the Advanced Peer Review of Teaching Project because my first year 
project uncovered some additional questions I wanted to probe more deeply.  I found the 
Benchmark Portfolio Project to be quite eye-opening.  I had reviewed student scores in the 
Blackboard Gradebook in the past, but I had never pulled them out and graphed them to look at 
trends.  I chose my largest lecture course to study because I felt I was missing significant 
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opportunities to make this class more personal and engaging for the students.  One of the insights I 
gained from the Benchmark Portfolio was that there was a significant gap between student 
exercises, which were to prepare students for the chapter work and for the unit exams, and the 
scores on the unit exams themselves.  This was where I felt more student engagement could be 
helpful to provide more interest and application of the concepts we were studying.  I also wanted to 
improve my efforts at engaging students in critical thinking, helping them apply learned concepts 
in more active ways.  To respond to both of these challenges, I developed a book of readings in 
human geography based on the topics we cover during the semester.  I tried to find articles that 
approached topics in a way that would capture student interest as well as showcase some of the 
main conceptual themes of the course I felt students were missing.  I performed a trial run using 
this book last summer in my pre-session Human Geography class before the first edition of the 
book was printed, and I used it again in Fall of 2013 to see how it would hold up in a large class.  
Encouraged, I assigned the book again in Spring of 2014.  In this Inquiry Portfolio, I wanted to see 
more graphically how well students were handling the readings and if their exposure to 
applications of human geography in, hopefully, more engaging ways, would reduce the 
discrepancy between students’ weekly scores and their unit tests. 
I was also concerned with student interactivity in the classroom as well as sustained student 
engagement throughout the semester.  My course has more of a blended learning structure where 
students have weekly assignments through Blackboard using Maple TA, a program that allows for 
computerized testing and quizzing.  Providing such exercises for students to complete during the 
week keeps students active with the material, but I wanted to find a way to allow them to be more 
active in the classroom as well.  To this end, I chose to use a Student Response System called Top 
Hat Monocle that has more capabilities than an iClicker.  Instead of using a remote-style device 
students have to pay for and remember to bring to class, it uses the WiFi of the classroom allowing 
student access to the network by whatever digital device they already bring to class.  My hope was 
that questions to the class would provide more interactivity and therefore more engagement with 
the course.  In addition, even though this semester I was without a TA for a significant part of the 
semester, I continued to use the 15-minute think-pair-share activities I had used in the past.  I 
prepared a series of short answer questions I would ask the class, give them time to consult with 
their neighbors and their lecture notes and then ask them to write a short one-to-two paragraph 
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response.  So, for the Inquiry Portfolio I concentrated on closing the gap between weekly 
assignments and unit tests as well as developing opportunities for students to engage in critical 
thinking while increasing student interactivity and engagement in my largest lecture course.  
Course Description 
Geography 140, section 001 typically has an enrollment of about 150 students and is taught in one 
of two lecture theaters. I have been teaching this course for over 5 years, and mine are two classes 
of four, taught by three instructors.  All instructors use different textbooks and have organized their 
classes to suit their own teaching styles.  This is the largest of the classes I teach, but  
combined with my other classes, I teach over 300 students per semester.  In Geography 140,  
students are almost exclusively non-Geography majors and the course currently does not have a lab 
section.  The major represented by the largest number of students (31%) come from Accounting, 
Finance, and Business.  Education comes second with 23%, Marketing, Public Relations, 
Journalism, and Broadcasting are represented by 13%, and Geography, Global Studies, and 
Environmental Studies combined constitute only 3% of the student population in the course (see 
Figure 1).  The majority of students (see Figure 2) are typically freshmen (54%) and sophomores 
(27%) with the rest composed of juniors and seniors (11% and 8%, respectively). For many of 
these students, Human Geography is their first course in Geography as a discipline; 87% have had 
no previous college geography courses, 9% have had some college geography, and 37.7% reported 
Figure 1 
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they had geography in high school. The course has no prerequisites and is not part of a course 
sequence; there is little linking this course conceptually to other undergraduate courses; however it 
is a required course for majors and is a prerequisite for Agronomy 305.  In terms of institutional 
and departmental goals for the course, it is registered as an ACE (Achievement Centered 
Education) course and meets the ACE 9 requirements for general education.  The ACE 9 goals are 
to: “Exhibit global awareness or knowledge of human diversity through analysis of human 
populations, cultures, and landscapes, with particular attention to human-environment relations and 
global interconnections.”   According to the departmental description of the discipline, 
“geography, a science concerned with the spatial dimensions of human societies and earth's 
environment, is increasingly critical to understanding the complexities of global change. 
Geographers contribute unique insights about past, present and future issues involving natural 
resources, culture, economics and politics. Geography is especially appealing to those having 
interests in travel, learning about other peoples and cultures, and understanding the environment 
from a systems perspective. Geography majors develop a special understanding of the spatial 
dimensions of social, cultural, environmental and ecological issues. Students also learn how to use 
state-of-the-art technologies such as computer cartography, geographic information systems (GIS) 
and remote sensing. Internships are often available for students, especially for those having good 
technical skills. Undergraduates earn both credit and work experience and in many cases 
Figure 2 
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internships have developed into careers.”  Human Geography is the study of “human populations, 
cultures, and landscapes, with particular attention to human-environment relations and global 
interconnections.”  My specific goals for the course stem from, and elaborate upon these 
institutional and departmental goals.  
I also bear in mind the Advanced Placement Human Geography Standards that are set forth for 
high school students seeking college credit.  According   to the College Board AP Human 
Geography Course Description, “the purpose of the AP Human Geography course is to introduce 
students to the systematic study of patterns and processes that have shaped human understanding, 
use, and alteration of Earth’s surface.  Students learn to employ spatial concepts and landscape 
analysis to examine human socioeconomic organization and its environmental consequences.  
They also learn about the methods and tools geographers use in their research and applications.”  
The goals of the AP Human Geography course  
should be judged in light of the following five college-level goals that build on the National 
Geography Standards developed in 1994 and revised in 2012.  On successful completion of 
the course, students should have developed skills that enable them to: 
Interpret maps and analyze geospatial data:  Geography is concerned with the ways in 
which patterns on Earth’s surface reflect and influence physical and human processes.  As 
such, maps and geographic information systems (GIS) are fundamental to the discipline, 
and learning to use and think about them is critical to geographical literacy.  The goal is 
achieved when students learn to use maps and geospatial data to pose and solve problems, 
and when they learn to think critically about what is revealed and what is hidden in 
different maps and GIS applications. 
Understand and explain the implications of associations and networks among phenomena 
in places:  Geography looks at the world from a spatial perspective, seeking to understand 
the changing spatial organization and material character of Earth’s surface.  One of the 
critical advantages of a spatial perspective is the attention it focuses on how phenomena are 
related to one another in particular places.  Students should thus learn not just to recognize 
and interpret patterns but to assess the nature and significance of the relationships among 
phenomena that occur in the same place, and to understand how cultural values, political 
regulations, and economic constraints work together to create particular landscapes. 
Recognize and interpret the relationships among patterns and processes at different scales 
of analysis: Geographical analysis requires a sensitivity to scale, not just as a spatial 
category but as a framework for understanding how events and processes at different scales 
influence one another.  Thus students should understand that the phenomena they are 
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studying at one scale (e.g., local) may well be influenced by processes and developments at 
other scales (e.g., global, regional, national, state or provincial).  They should then look at 
processes operating at multiple scales when seeking explanations of geographic patterns 
and arrangements. 
Define regions and evaluate the regionalization process:  Geography is concerned not 
simply with describing patterns but with analyzing how they came about and what they 
mean.  Students should see regions as objects of analysis and exploration and move beyond 
simply locating and describing regions to considering how and why they come into being 
and what they reveal about the changing character of the world in which we live. 
Characterize and analyze changing interconnections among places:  At the heart of a 
geographical perspective is a concern with the ways in which events and processes 
operating in one place can influence those operating at other places.  Thus students should 
view places and patterns not in isolation but in terms of their spatial and functional 
relationship with other places and patterns.  Moreover they should strive to be aware that 
those relationships are constantly changing, and they should understand how and why 
change occurs 
Evolution of the Course 
My course started out being an entirely face-to-face large lecture course offering in-class paper-and-
pen exams with objective and short-answer questions.  To reduce the possibility of cheating, I 
created several versions of each exam.  Increasingly, I put more of my lecture on Power Points to 
help students focus, ease student note taking, and help keep me from wandering off topic.  I did not 
publish my Power Points for students on Blackboard at this point.  I replaced the pen-and-paper 
exams with a Blackboard interface program, Maple TA, to put the exams (and other assignments) 
on computer.  In order for me to enable Maple TA to construct unique tests for each student, it 
required the development of a large test bank.  The test is administered in a central Testing Center, 
where students take their proctored exams.  Students can take the exam only once, but they can do 
so within a week’s time, when they are most ready.  They can review their exams only after the 
exam has closed for all students.  This is not only beneficial to the students, allowing them more 
flexibility, it also frees up several class periods that otherwise would be dedicated to exams.  I also 
use Maple TA to help students learn basic terms and concepts designed as chapter quizzes students 
take on their own time.  I generally open these quizzes three days before the start of a new chapter 
and leave them open for two days into the new chapter.  Students have three tries to get all of the 
questions correct, and it encourages them to become familiar with the chapter material before 
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lecture actually begins.  It also frees up lecture for more in-depth exploration of concepts, events, 
in-class activities, or films.   
For a few semesters I had students take a short comprehension quiz at the conclusion of a chapter, 
also on Maple TA.  These terms quizzes and comprehension quizzes were designed such that 
students could take them at their leisure any place or time they had access to the web.  In order to 
reduce cheating, students were under a time constraint making it difficult for them to use their book 
or lecture notes to help them.  I have since added links on Blackboard to publisher materials such as 
flash cards and practice tests.  I use some of the freed-up class time administering unannounced 15-
minute think-pair-share questions reinforcing selected concepts covered in the previous day’s 
lecture.  Once the question has been posed, I invite students to use their lecture notes and discuss 
the topic with their neighbors before settling down to write a brief paragraph or two.  One drawback 
to this procedure is that many students take their lecture notes on computer so they have their 
computers or other digital devices open.  This also allows them to look at the previous lecture’s 
Power Points that are posted on Blackboard or surreptitiously consult various online sources.  I 
want them to feel a sense of dependence on their lecture notes, hopefully giving them more of an 
idea of how to write effective lecture notes, and I want them to be able to process the information 
rather than simply to copy it from some outside source, which I explain constitutes cheating.  I walk 
around the classroom ostensibly to be accessible to students who have questions, but also to check 
computer monitors and digital media usage.  Students get points for these paragraphs, and I use a 
rubric for grading.   
How do I assess the usefulness or success of these modifications?  I was comfortable with the initial 
face-to-face course and I felt the Power Points did help students stay focused on lecture and help 
them take lecture notes but over time, however, I got mixed results from the students.  A number of 
students mentioned that they spent more time copying the slides and could not also listen to lecture.  
I added special effects to the Power Points to disclose only some information at a time to help 
students focus on lecture and stay “in the moment.”  Then after lecture presentations for a chapter, I 
would publish the Power Points on line for students to study for exams.  Students in several classes 
over the last few semesters mentioned it would be easier for them to take lecture notes if the Power 
Points were published for lecture so they could use the “notes” feature and would not have to copy 
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down slides.  That way they could take notes on the material as it was discussed in class.  I saw 
value in this argument although I knew there would be students who would rely solely on published 
Power Points to substitute for their own lecture notes; some students would not even pay attention 
to lecture, choosing instead to surf the web or play computer games… some might not even come to 
class. However, I reasoned that withholding the Power Points would not increase motivation for 
unmotivated students; these students would not likely take lecture notes anyway.  It did help those 
students who were trying to learn and take responsibility for their own learning (see Table 1).  I  
 
Table 1 
tried creating Power Points with blanks that students would complete during lecture; this was a 
universal failure in class.  Students were focusing so much on what went into the blanks they were 
missing the larger message of the lecture. I quickly eliminated this procedure. 
 
As far as the exams at the Testing Center were concerned, I got generally positive feedback from 
students that this arrangement fit better into their busy schedules and students could take the exams 
when they were most ready.  These online exams also aided me in record-keeping with such large 
classes; the Maple TA exams and quizzes are automatically graded and recorded in the Blackboard 
Gradebook.  It also put more responsibility for learning on the part of students; they had to remain 
“plugged into” the class via Blackboard to stay current with assignments.   
 
Over the course of several semesters, I have become increasingly dissatisfied with some of the ways 
my course is not meeting the needs of a changing student population.  The digital generation has 
Assessment:  Because the Power Points were posted on Blackboard before the lectures, I 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
took advantage of the notes page and took notes on 
computer as the slides were presented in class 43.5% 50 
had the Power Points up on my computer during 
lecture but did not take lecture notes 38.3% 44 
had my computer open during class but because the 
Power Points were posted on Blackboard, I used 
class time to surf the web, play games, or use my 
time for other than course-related activities 
14.8% 17 
didn’t feel the need to come to lecture 3.5% 4 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
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presented several challenges regarding different ways of learning and it has different expectations 
for their classes.  To help students track vocabulary quizzes and comprehensive quizzes, I began 
using the Task Page option in Blackboard, titling it “What’s Due” (Figure 3).  It is the equivalent of 
a bulletin board providing test and assignment names, due dates, and priorities.  Students appreciate 
this option and have come to rely on it even more than on the Class Planner that I post on 
Blackboard at the beginning of the semester (see Appendix 1).  Also, as result of my initial 
Benchmark portfolio, I discovered that the comprehensive quizzes at the close of a chapter did not 
improve student grades on the unit exams, and I have since eliminated it.  In addition, I found this 
second chapter assignment was too much for students to keep up with even with utilizing the 
“What’s Due” page. 
Objectives of Course Portfolio 
My objectives for this Inquiry Portfolio have been focused on developing more interactivity in the 
classroom and more emphasis on critical thinking.  Active learning is not just what students do for 
themselves outside of class; I have certainly provided that with the Maple TA exercises and 
ancillary materials linked to the publisher website that provides several ways students can be 
Figure 3 
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interactive outside of class.  My focus was to address what goes on in the classroom; and this, more 
than just improving my lecture or students taking better notes in class.  I wanted to address ways 
students are constructing and synthesizing information; ways they are or are not making 
connections.  As a result of my Benchmark Portfolio, I developed a book of readings that 
corresponds to the chapters of most standard textbooks in Human Geography.  These readings are 
designed to provide more practical applications of major concepts in the course and to reiterate 
important processes and ideas discussed in the text as events happening in the world.  I wanted to 
provide more activity in class by finding opportunities for students to interact with content material 
in more active ways, and I thought further that I could use these readings to break up lecture into 
shorter segments that could refresh student attention. 
Why is it useful or important for me, as an educator, to investigate this problem?  First of all, the 
size and number of large classes are growing.  As budgets get cut or priorities are shifted, large 
classes seem to be a model of the future at least for undergraduate, general education courses.  It is 
important for me to find more effective ways of teaching large classes that provide meaningful 
learning experiences for my students.  Secondly, as an introductory course with a majority 
population of freshmen and sophomores, I want to reach more students who are not taking notes in 
class or even aware that they need to; I feel it is my responsibility to help them become better 
students.  Additionally, students are often more focused on rote learning rather than understanding 
and integrating concepts in a more critical way.  Based on my Benchmark Portfolio, students appear 
to be having most trouble with comprehensive questions on the exam indicating they are not 
picking up important concepts either from the textbook or from lecture.  So, how might 
investigating this issue contribute to my students’ learning, my own professional development, 
and/or to the scholarship of teaching in my field?  I want students to walk away from my course 
with a more solid foundation of knowledge and of having integrated more material into their 
personal paradigms.  This course is one that could change students’ lives and perspectives and I feel 
I am missing this deeper connection with students.  I need to answer the question of how to develop 
more meaningful learning experiences in large classes of 100 students or more; I don’t want 
students to be shortchanged in their most fundamental learning experiences by being in a large 
class.  Geography has the potential to help students connect to the world in myriad of meaningful 
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ways, bringing global concerns into their everyday lives, increasing their capacity to become 
citizens of the world. In short, students need what this course offers. 
Research Question   
Will assigning systematic readings and providing SRS (student response system) sessions provide 
an effective means by which students in a large, introductory human geography course can think 
more critically about what they are learning and apply it to the world around them and will these 
readings and exercises help improve students’ engagement in the class, with the material, and 
improve their overall grades? 
Indirect Goals 
I want to find ways not only to increase classroom interactivity and critical thinking, but also 
improve lecture attendance (especially as the semester winds on), break up lecture into segments to 
correspond with student attention-spans, and enrich student understanding of the concepts in the 
textbook by using the Human Geography Reader. 
Teaching Methods and Materials 
What specifically do I plan to change and study in the teaching of my course (e.g. specific methods, 
course materials or assignments, and assessments of student work)?  First of all, I reinstituted a 
clicker-type interaction in the classroom.  I am not using clicker devices per se, but I am using a 
student response system (SRS) that piggybacks on the WiFi connection in the classroom.  The 
system I chose was Top Hat Monocle. This system allows students to use their own digital devices, 
smartphones, laptops, i-Pads and so on, to answer questions posed to them displayed on the 
classroom screen during lecture. Students already have their devices out, often using them for “non-
authorized” activities in the classroom; I am making an attempt to encourage students to use these 
devices more consistently as learning tools in the classroom.  I also wanted to evaluate whether my 
book of readings effectively underscores significant concepts in the course and provides real-time 
examples of geographic processes or phenomena for my students.  I first introduced this book, the 
Human Geography Reader, in my small Summer 2013 course on a trial basis.  I used it again in my 
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large Fall 2013 course, creating a set of objective and short answer questions for each chapter that 
can be used either for in-class activities, study guide questions to aid discussion, or as exam 
questions.  I instituted it more formally in my Spring 2014 course, where I used a sampling of the 
objective questions as Top Hat sessions in the classroom.  Human Geography Reader selections 
were paired with specific textbook chapters (see Appendix 1) and students were supplied with the 
appropriate study questions, posted on Blackboard.  I announced we were going to have a “Top Hat 
Session” during the week, often giving a specific date for students to prepare.  On that date I would 
lecture for about 15 minutes, then ask students to get out their devices for the Top Hat Session.  My 
goals were fourfold:  I wanted to check that students were keeping up with the readings, that they 
Top Hat:  I paid attention to whether or not my answers to the Top Hat questions were right or 
wrong. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly 
disagree 1.8% 2 
Disagree 3.5% 4 
Neither agree 
nor disagree 9.6% 11 
Agree 38.6% 44 
Strongly agree 46.5% 53 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
Table 2 
were comprehending the readings sufficiently, were receiving timely feedback, and to break up 
lecture.  After students would answer a question and the timer ran out, I would show the correct 
answer and the histogram to students so they could see how they stood in regards to the rest of the 
class.  For many questions, when I came to the point of announcing, “… and the answer is …,” the 
class would hush.  I would reveal the answer and congratulatory shouts or moans would issue forth 
from the students.  We would then look at the histogram together and if there were significant 
discrepancies or misconceptions, we would discuss them before moving on to the next question.  
Or, if just about everyone “got it” I would praise their astuteness and communicate my pleasure at 
how well they were doing.  Students seemed to genuinely care how they did during these Top Hat 
sessions (see Table 2) and I felt there was a heightened degree of interactivity in the classroom 
during these times. 
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What did I predict would be the impact of such change?  Certainly, I predicted greater student 
interaction in the classroom measured by direct observation of students discussing a variety of 
topics with each other in small groups prior to answering Top Hat questions or completing short 
answer written questions in class, and measured by answers to Student Survey questions 
administered at the end of the semester (see Appendix 2).  I also predicted students would be able 
to grasp concepts and processes covered in the textbook and reiterated in the Human Geography 
Reader such that they could engage in more critical thinking by applying these concepts and 
processes to new situations.  Because there would be more interactivity in the classroom where 
(hopefully) students would see value of continuing to come to class throughout the semester, and I 
would be breaking up lecture more often by inserting Top Hat Sessions, I predicted that exercise 
and exam grades would increase compared to previous semesters. 
How did I collect data to test this impact?  There were four sources of data; two in-class and two 
end-of-semester sources: 
1. Results of Top Hat Monocle sessions that consist of questions from the Human
Geography Reader measured by accuracy of student responses during the sessions and
as a result of unit tests in which Top Hat questions were used.
2. Application of concepts, theories, or models in free response questions in-class and
longer essays students prepared outside of class
3. Student grades on quizzes and exams compared to previous semesters
4. Student end-of-class survey
I assumed that, other than my insertion of Top Hat sessions during lecture, my lectures and 
presentation style would remain essentially unchanged and student demographics would be similar 
from semester to semester.  My control groups were previous semesters when I did not use Top Hat 
(Fall 2013) or did not use the Human Geography Reader (Spring 2013). 
Analysis of Student Learning 
Human Geography Reader and Top Hat Monocle 
I used the Reader as a way of engaging students with the material from a perspective different from 
their exposure to lecture or reading the textbook.  As it appears in my Note to Students,   
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The articles can be read in the order presented, which follows most basic human 
geography texts, but you will find that several of the articles can fit under multiple 
topics and processes.   While reading about the development of tourism in Liverpool, 
England, for example, you will also be reading about the power of the imagination 
that imbues places with meaning and identity. You will explore the importance of 
location in the brand names of coffee grown in Indonesia and sold exclusively in 
Tokyo; learn how cell phones are changing the connections between rural, urban, 
and expatriate communities of Senegal, Africa; or how it is that world cities are now 
growing networks between them that could rival the economic power of a country. 
You will read about debates in three separate countries over the place of Islam in the 
modern world and of the place of women in the Islamic world.  I would love to take 
you on a field trip to England, Indonesia, Nigeria, Senegal or Japan, but since the 
semester is so short, I’m hoping some of these readings will provide you with a taste 
of other lands. (Excerpt from Note to Students, Human Geography Reader, 2013) 
These articles are challenging both in terms of concept and level of discourse therefore I wrote a 
“Snapshot Summary” that precedes each article as well as posting questions that help guide 
students through the readings and help them focus on the relevant material.  I asked my students 
about the difficulty level of their readings, and it appears the level of challenge is just about what I 
expected (see Table 3).  I incorporated a sampling of these questions during lecture, to make sure 
students are, indeed, on track with their readings.  Instead of opening for class discussion where 
students may be very reluctant to share their answers, I use the Top Hat Monocle system of student 
response for a maximum of 10 to 12 questions.  In this way I engaged the students with the 
material at two levels:  first of all, the more in depth and hopefully engaging level of the readings 
themselves; and second, their engagement in class during the Top Hat sessions.  My goal of  
Human Geography Reader:  The articles in the Human Geography Reader were: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very difficult to read 4.4% 5 
Often difficult to read 25.4% 29 
Only occasionally difficult to read 52.6% 60 
Usually easy to read 17.5% 20 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
Table 3 
assigning the readings was to increase students’ understanding and application of human 
geography to real world situations in an appealing way.  On the Student Survey, I asked students to 
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respond to the comment, “The articles assigned in the Human Geography Reader added to my 
understanding of human geography” (see Figure 4).  Of 115 students who responded, 4.3 percent 
strongly disagreed, 11.3 percent disagreed, 25.2 percent neither agreed nor disagreed, 52.2 percent 
agreed, and 7.0 percent strongly agreed. My hope that the Human Geography Reader would clarify 
and help students understand some aspect of the readings in the textbook chapters better met with a 
more mixed response.  Out of the total number of students who responded to the survey, 5.2 
percent strongly disagreed, 13.9 percent disagreed, 32.2 percent neither agreed nor disagreed, 43.5 
percent agreed, and 5.2 percent strongly agreed.  Except for our Top Hat sessions, I left most of the 
readings to the students to think about in relation to the study guide readings and application to the 
material in the textbook, but I did not take the next step of incorporating the readings into my 
lecture; that will be something I will focus on for my next Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 
project.  As far as my goal for increasing student engagement in the classroom by using Top Hat, 
student responses appeared to be mixed.  Each question was open for student responses for 60  
Figure 4 
seconds after which, the question would close.  For those students who were prepared, a minute 
seemed too long and attention drifted.  For those students who were more challenged by the 
questions, a minute sometimes was not long enough.  Yet, the use of Top Hat in the classroom 
seemed to hold students’ interest in lecture over a 50 minute period (see Tables 4 and 5).  For my 
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next iteration of Top Hat, I plan to disburse the Top Hat questions more evenly throughout the 
lecture as points come up for illustration rather than designating a specific Top Hat session during 
a portion of the lecture.  This will accomplish several goals.  It will help maintain student interest 
throughout the class period, reduce the amount of perceived “down time” for the quicker students 
since they will not be experiencing it in once concentrated session, and it will help students make 
stronger connections between the readings, the lecture, and textbook material. 
Top Hat:  Using Top Hat periodically throughout the class helped maintain my attention. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
True 78.3% 90 
False 21.7% 25 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
Table 5 
Critical Thinking  
In-Class Writing:  I initially planned the in-class writing questions to take about five minutes to 
conceptualize and write.  Usually, however, they turned out to be closer to 15 to 20 minutes 
depending on the complexity of the question I was asking.  Typically these questions were not 
announced ahead of time and could not be made up.  I would ask a question that would encapsulate 
an important idea that was covered in the previous class period and write the question on the 
board; as I would be doing so, I could hear students rustling around getting out notebooks and 
Top Hat:  Top Hat questions encouraged me to be more engaged in the classroom process. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count
Strongly disagree 3.5% 4 
Disagree 14.8% 17 
Neither agree nor disagree 20.0% 23 
Agree 39.1% 45 
Strongly agree 22.6% 26 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
Table 4 
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tearing pages out for neighbors in need.  I would go over the question in class and invite students 
to discuss it with each other and consult their lecture notes.  Then, after sufficient time, not more 
than five minutes, I would ask them to settle down and write out their answers.  The class would be 
abuzz for that initial time, students comparing notes or teaching each other.  This exercise also 
benefitted students who had been absent in the previous class because they would get the benefit of 
consulting with their peers about what they had missed (see Table 6).  While students were 
discussing, I would walk around the auditorium, making myself available for questions and 
checking to see that students were not Googling answers, checking with the electronic version of 
the textbook, or using other sources of information than their lecture notes.  I have allowed 
students to reference the Power Points of the previous day’s lecture, but I am rethinking that 
decision. I want to avoid students parroting my material back to me without processing it, and I do 
not believe that students referencing the Power Points aid this goal.  My goal is for students to feel 
a sense of dependence on the accuracy of their lecture notes that, hopefully, would give them a 
better perspective of how to take more thorough and accurate lecture notes.   
Unfortunately, the auditoriums I use only permit me to walk around the edges of the seating area, 
so it is more difficult for me to see what students in the middle of the rows are doing, if they are 
consulting their smaller digital devices, and it is more awkward to redirect students in the middle 
to confine their use of the computer to consulting their lecture notes.  I cannot think of a good 
Table 6 
solution for this particular challenge except to shift the class to other facilities, which would be 
problematic since classroom space, especially for large classes, is at a premium at the university.  I 
Assessment:  Did having to answer in-class questions make you work more with the lecture notes 
than you would have done otherwise? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Not at all 8.7% 10 
A little, when I thought about it 14.8% 17 
About half the time 21.7% 25 
Most of the time 28.7% 33 
Yes indeed 26.1% 30 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
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do make sure students are aware that referencing any “outside” material constitutes cheating and if 
I suspect this has occurred, they will receive zero points for the assignment.  I am confident that 
this policy discourages some students from consulting web-based sources, but, unfortunately, not 
all students are discouraged from trying.  The points for these in-class written submissions varied 
depending on the complexity of the question.  Most questions range from five to 15 points.  For 
example, I ask a simple question about Christaller’s Central Place Theory that we discussed in the 
previous class:  “Using threshold, range of a good, hierarchy, and hinterland, please explain 
Christaller’s Central Place Theory.”  I use a rubric to score rather than grade student responses, and 
although I try to comment sufficiently on each paper, scoring upwards of 120-150 short answers is 
still quite time-consuming – especially considering this is not the only large course I teach.  The 
following is a chart showing a comparison in scores between two Human Geography classes from 
Spring 2014 and Fall 2013 school years (see Figure 5).  Christaller’s Central Place Theory comes 
toward the end of the semester.  The chart in Figure 5 shows that not only are the scores 
consistently higher in 2014 than 2013, but more students were attending the class at this time in the 
semester in 2014 than 2013.  This seems to be a trend across all the in-class essay writing  
Figure 5 
assignments for the Spring 2014 class.  I attribute this increase in late-term attendance to the use of 
Top Hat in the classroom as well as the think-pair-share questions.  These essay assignments could 
not be made up and a majority of the students did not want to miss them.  Although I scored the 
2014 essays and my TA scored the 2013 essays and, therefore, cannot rule out the influence of two 
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different graders on these assignments, we used the same scoring rubric, and in the past our scoring 
decisions were very similar to each other.  
Film Analysis:  One of the highlights of the course is an extra credit assignment I provide about 
mid-point in the semester after we have discussed World Religions and are midpoint in our 
discussion of Race, Ethnicity, and Nationalism.  I show a portion of the Hollywood film, A 
Stranger Among Us.  Briefly, it is a murder mystery set in the diamond district of New York where 
a seasoned New York detective (played by Melanie Griffith) needs to go undercover and live in a 
Hassidic Jewish community to catch the killer.  There is a strong ethnographic quality to the early 
portions of the film where she is learning about the customs and traditions of the Hassidim so she 
can more comfortably live among them.  There are quite a few observations students can make 
about the ethnic neighborhood, about religious and ethnic identity, about the conflict between 
ethnic and popular culture, and about what we can learn from each other.  The film invites students 
to experience the culture as Melanie Griffith’s character does and they are asked to observe the 
community as if they were immersed in the culture also.  I then ask  the students to consider the 
five themes of the textbook chapter on ethnicity: region, diffusion, globalization, human-
environment interaction, and landscape to help them evaluate the film (see Figure 6).  I 
underscored the difference between a film summary and a film analysis, and answered any  
Figure 6 
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questions they had about the project (see Appendix 3).  Again, the 2014 essays were graded sans 
TA, but we had scored in sync in previous semesters so the impact of different graders is likely to 
be relatively negligible. The effect also cannot be attributed to the number of students who chose 
to complete the extra credit assignment.  In this case, Spring 2012 had the largest group of 91 
students completing the extra credit assignment, then 82 students in Spring 2014, and lastly, 72 
students in Fall 2013.   Instead, I attribute the difference in scores to the impact of students’ 
exposure to the articles in the Human Geography Reader as examples of ways geographic 
observations can be made and articulated in relation to real-time events and to my more explicit in-
class instruction to use the material of the chapters to help them evaluate the film 
Interactivity 
I used three modes of interactivity in the classroom this semester:  small group discussion, small 
group discussion that culminated in the students answering questions on Top Hat, and small group 
discussion that culminated in in-class writing activities (see Figure 7).  Was there any difference in 
Figure 7 
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efficacy for students between these three modes?  Based on the comparative results shown in 
Figure 7, students appeared to get more out of the small group interaction in class if it was tied to 
Table 7 
an assessment activity such as Top Hat or in-class writing assignment.  Reading the open-ended 
questions at the end of the survey, there seemed to be as many students who liked Top Hat as those 
who did not.  Very few complained about the in-class writing activities.  In fact, when asked about  
the impact of the three modes of interaction, a majority of students agreed or strongly agreed that 
by using Top Hat, in-class discussion, and writing exercises, the course was structured to 
encourage students to participate in the class (see Table 7). 
Impact on Overall Grades 
I hypothesized that with the additional interactivity and use of the Human Geography Reader, 
student scores would be higher overall than in previous years. Each unit exam, Exams One through 
Three, were developed in three sections:  vocabulary from the terms quizzes, questions from the 
Human Geography Reader, and 20 comprehensive questions on the inclusive textbook chapters.  
Only the comprehensive questions had not been seen by students before the unit exam.  The final 
exam included terms quizzes, Human Geography Reader questions and comprehensive questions 
from the chapters covered since the previous exam and the most frequently missed questions from 
the first three exams.  I posted these most frequently missed questions on Blackboard for students 
to study; however, these questions did not include the answers.  For the three unit exams, students 
knew two-thirds of the exam going in, and regarding the final exam, they knew three quarters of 
the exam beforehand.  Unfortunately, however, grades were still similar between the three years I 
am comparing (see Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11). It appears that the use of the Top Hat questions and  
Active learning:  By using Top Hat, in-class discussion, and writing exercises, the course was 
structured to encourage students to participate in this class. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 1.8% 2 
Disagree 8.8% 10 
Neither agree nor disagree 20.2% 23 
Agree 50.0% 57 
Strongly agree 19.3% 22 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
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Figure 8 
the exposure to the Human Geography Reader did not make a difference. On reflection, there 
could be several reasons for this.  Students could simply have been tested over too much material, 
especially on the final exam.  In previous years, 2012 and 2013, I tested students using the 
chapters’ comprehensive questions at the end of each chapter; that is, before the beginning of the 
chapter students would begin taking the terms quiz, and at the end of the chapter students would 
take the comprehensive quiz.  Both the terms quizzes and the comprehensive questions would be 
included on the unit exams and the unit exams would be filled out with questions from the 
prepared publisher testbank.  When determining the most frequently missed questions at the end of 
the semester for the final exam, it was difficult, in some cases, to identify these questions because 
the testbank was so large; 10 students could have been assigned the same question randomly. It 
was difficult to justify including that question as one of the most frequently missed if six students 
missed the question out of 10, but these 10 were out of a total class of 150.  The inclusive testbank 
was certainly large enough that each student got a different set of questions at the Testing Center, 
reducing the possibility of cheating, but it was too large to give me meaningful statistics at the end 
of the semester.  In addition, my Benchmark Portfolio study revealed that, although the terms 
quizzes made a positive difference in student grades on the exams, students having taken the 
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Figure 9 
comprehensive exam at the end of the chapter did not.  Therefore, I made the decision in Spring 
2014 to eliminate the comprehensive quiz at the end of each chapter and use it to replace the larger 
testbank on the unit exams.  Apparently, the comprehensive questions still gave most students 
more difficulty than I would have anticipated.  This result suggests to me that students were either 
not reading the chapters carefully, or not using their lecture notes to help them focus on the most 
important aspects of the chapters.  It also could be that when it came to the unit exams and the final 
exam, since they had already been tested on some of the material, they did not review the terms 
and the questions from the Human Geography Reader, but just assumed they were familiar 
enough.  Finally, it may be that I attempted to cover too much in my lectures such that students did 
not know what to study or how to focus on the more important aspects of the chapter.  It is also 
possible that I was not as consistent and transparent as I could have been in my use of the 
comprehensive questions.  Although I made sure I covered the material the comprehensive 
questions were highlighting, again, there may have been too much material for students to organize 
and make well-informed decisions about.  In any case, the discrepancy between the good grades 
students received on the terms quizzes, the percentage of correct answers on the in-class Top Hat 
questions, and the similarity of grades compared to previous years without Top Hat or the Human 
Geography Reader, will be a prime focus for my next Inquiry Portfolio.  Despite my efforts this  
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Figure 10 
semester, the mismatch between the weekly quizzes and the unit tests and final exam persist. In 
fact, it surprised me that the Final Exam scores for 2014 were not that different from the scores of 
2012 and 2013. Clearly I have not found the source of the discrepancy.  Evaluating the final  
Figure 11 
 
semester grade for years 2014, 2013, and 2012, I found that the high grades in the A and B ranges 
do not correspond to the unit exams but instead reflect the in-class writing assignments and various 
extra credit options I made available.  Unfortunately, because the extra credit options varied by  
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semester, there is little I can conclude from Figure 12 other than that students who did not test well 
on objective tests seemed to do better with essays and short answer questions. 
 
Final Remarks and Outcomes 
My Inquiry Portfolio has met with mixed success.  I was able to revisit some of the troublesome themes that 
developed in my Benchmark Portfolio and I made changes in my course to address them.  Certainly the use 
of Top Hat Monocle in the classroom was a success in multiple ways, both foreseen and unforeseen.  It 
increased the interactivity and engagement in the class, but it also lent itself to improved attendance as we 
moved toward the mid-point and end of the semester.  The Human Geography Reader did not affect student 
grades on the exams in the way I expected.  That could be, in part, due to the fact that I did not more fully 
incorporate the Reader into lecture and therefore students didn’t make the connections between the text 
material and the Reader. The fact that I held separate Top Hat Sessions further separated the readings from 
the other material in the class.  I was encouraged by students using more of the material in the chapters as 
they evaluated the extra credit film and I believe I will not only make this a written requirement on the film 
instruction sheet, but I will also make using the vocabulary from class mandatory in their in-class written 
work as well.  The discrepancy between the good grades students received on the terms quizzes, the 
percentage of correct answers on the in-class Top Hat questions, and lower grades on the exams 
persist.  This will be a prime focus for my next Inquiry Portfolio as well as addressing the 
Figure 12 
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similarity of the grades compared to previous years without Top Hat or the Human Geography 
Reader.    
Future Directions 
 I will change my use of Top Hat.  In Spring 2014, I presented a sampling of Top Hat questions in 
in a single session in class.  This had the effect of breaking up the lecture closer to the 15-minute 
rule suggested in the literature, but it also concentrated the down-time for students who answered 
the questions quickly.  I am considering interspersing the Top Hat questions throughout lecture, 
which will accomplish two things:  it not only will still break up lecture (although not in defined 15-
minute segments), it will also require that I incorporate the readings more formally within my 
lectures.  This has been missing in the past.  Although a majority of students reported that the 
readings from the Human Geography Reader enhanced their understanding of Human Geography, I 
think there is much more for me to pursue here in terms of engaging students in active, critical 
thinking. I will also change my use of the Top Hat questions.  In Spring of 2014, the Top Hat 
sessions consisted of direct questions I had given students on the reading guides, ostensibly to 
verify students were keeping up with and understanding the readings.  There was a high success rate 
among students answering these questions, telling me that they were, in fact, understanding the 
articles very well, indeed.  This tells me that they are capable of taking the next step and using the 
information they gained from the readings to answer more critical thinking questions.  I will still 
verify their understanding of the readings by posing a sampling of the Reading Guide questions on 
Maple TA in Blackboard. 
As far as other student activities are concerned, I will keep the 15-minute think-pair-share exercises, 
but instead of using this activity as a review of concepts or theories covered in a previous lecture, I 
will design more critical thinking questions that require students use the material that was covered 
in a previous lecture.  Again, I will be without a TA, so I will have to be expeditious about my use 
of these exercises, but I believe they are too valuable to delete from the class.  I want to find a way 
to allow students to use their lecture notes in class for the in-class writing exercises without 
allowing them to use the Power Points.  I think that will probably be somewhat spotty at best.  I can 
make the announcement in class that referencing the Power Points is equivalent to cheating, I can 
put a statement of protocol in my syllabus, and I can walk around and check screens, but I cannot 
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think of any other way I can help students make reference only to their lecture notes and discussions 
with their neighbors.  I would also like to institute a series of surveys to be given periodically 
throughout the semester. I would like to design a pre-test to indicate students’ comprehension of 
various geographic concepts at the beginning of the semester.  This will give me some insight into 
the population of students I will be working with for the semester and it will give students a 
preview of what is to come as well as, perhaps, helping them to see what they don’t know and what 
the course can provide them.  I would also like to develop a mid-term survey to check in with the 
students and see if there are universal issues or problems that need to be addressed, or certain 
directions I need to take the class.  Then I would also like to administer a post-test survey so I can 
compare the results with the pre-test to gauge some measure of student learning and attitudes other 
than the grades themselves.  I will likely run these surveys on SurveyMonkey and provide extra 
credit points for student participation. 
 
Finally, on a more administrative level, I would like to prepare a set range of in-class writing and 
extra credit assignments at standard point levels so they can be compared from semester-to-
semester, and I plan to concentrate on the coordination and transparency between the lectures, in-
class assignments, readings, and the unit tests. 
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Appendix 1:  Semester Planner:  Spring 2014 
Geography 140:  Human Geography 
Semester Planner 
 
Wk Day Mosaic 
Ch. 
Topic TASKS Readings   
1 1/13-17  Orientation Top Hat 
Reader Questions 
Reader:  Rediscovering the Importance of Geography;  The Four Traditions of 
Geography 
2 1/20   
1/22-24 
1  Martin Luther King Day 
A Cultural Approach 
Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 1 Text; Reader:   North America’s Vernacular Regions; Place or Space? 
3 1/27-31 2 Geography of Cultural Difference Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 2 Text; Reader: Screaming at the Moptops 
4 2/3-7 2 Geography of Cultural Difference   
Reader Questions 
Ch. 2 Text; Reader:   Sacred Spaces and Tourist Places 
5 2/10-14 Testing Center:  Exam 1, Chs. 1, 2  & Readings   
3 Population Geography 
 
Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 3 Text; Reader: Displaced Livelihoods 
6 2/17-21 4 Geography of Language 
 
Terms Quiz 
  
Ch. 4 Text 
7 2/24-28 7 Geography of Religion 
 
Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 7 Text; Reader:   Women and Islam;  Applying Islamic Principles in the 21
st
 Century   
8 3/3-7 Testing Center:  Exam 2, Chs 3, 4, 7  & Readings 
5 Geography of Race and Ethnicity 
 
Terms Quiz 
Article Questions 
Ch. 5 Text      
9  3/12-14 6 Political Geography, Political Space Terms Quiz 
Reader & Article 
Questions 
Ch. 6 Text; Reader:  Electoral Geography; Blackboard: The Revenge of Geography   
10 3/17-21 8 Geography of Agriculture Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 8 Text; Reader: Politics of Place  
11 3/24-28 SPRING BREAK  
12 3/31-4/4 Testing Center:  Exam 3, Chs. 5, 6, 8 & Readings 
9 Geography of Economics and Development 
 
Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 9 Text;  Reader: From Farm to Factory 
13 4/7-11 10 Geography of Urbanization Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 10 Text; Reader:    Senegalese Emígrés; Firm Linkages 
14 4/14-18 
 
  
10 Geography of Urbanization Terms Quiz 
  
Ch. 10 Text   
15 4/21-25 11 Inside the City Terms Quiz 
Reader Questions 
Ch. 11 Text   
16 4/28-5/2                                                                                                                 DEAD WEEK 
FINALS WEEK:  FINAL EXAM TO BE ADMINISTERED IN THE TESTING CENTER ALL FINALS WEEK 
The Final Exam will consist of Chs. 9, 10, 11 & Readings plus the most frequently missed questions from Exams 1-3 
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Appendix 2:  Human Geography Student Survey 
 
1. Assessment:  How satisfied are you, in general, with your Human Geography course? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very dissatisfied 4.3% 5 
Dissatisfied 7.8% 9 
Neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied 19.1% 22 
Satisfied 54.8% 63 
Very satisfied 13.9% 16 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
2. Assessment:  How would you evaluate your learning outcome from the online (Maple TA) 
exercises? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very poor 0.9% 1 
Poor 11.3% 13 
They made no 
difference 16.5% 19 
Good 48.7% 56 
Very good 22.6% 26 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
3. Assessment:  How would you evaluate your learning outcome from the in-class exercises? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very poor 3.5% 4 
Poor 8.7% 10 
They made no 
difference 24.3% 28 
Good 49.6% 57 
Very good 13.9% 16 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
4. Assessment:  Did you make an extra effort to prepare for the in-class exercises knowing that the 
results would influence your final grade? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
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Not at all 2.6% 3 
Not very much 10.5% 12 
They were just 
exercises I had to 
do 
19.3% 22 
Sometimes 39.5% 45 
Yes indeed 28.1% 32 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
5. Assessment:  How much do you believe the online (Maple TA) and in-class exercises prepared you 
for the exams? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very poor 2.6% 3 
Poor 4.3% 5 
They made no 
difference 22.6% 26 
Good 46.1% 53 
Very good 24.3% 28 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
6. Assessment:  Did you make an extra effort reading the textbook and the Human Geography Reader 
knowing that your results from the multiple choice study questions would influence your final grade? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Not at all 7.0% 8 
A little, when I 
thought about it 18.3% 21 
About half the 
time 25.2% 29 
Most of the time 33.0% 38 
Yes indeed 16.5% 19 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
7. Assessment:  Did having to answer in-class questions make you work more with the lecture notes 
than you would have done otherwise? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Not at all 8.7% 10 
A little, when I 
thought about it 14.8% 17 
About half the 
time 21.7% 25 
Most of the time 28.7% 33 
Yes indeed 26.1% 30 
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answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
8. Assessment:  Since the questions on the exams were in a multiple-choice format, did you usually 
guess the answers? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Always 1.8% 2 
Most of the time 2.6% 3 
About half the 
time 14.9% 17 
A little 64.0% 73 
Not at all 16.7% 19 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
9. Assessment:  Is the structure of the examinations reasonable in terms of your perceptions of the 
aims of the course? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Not at all 0.9% 1 
Not very much 8.7% 10 
Somewhat 22.6% 26 
Mostly 45.2% 52 
Yes indeed 22.6% 26 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
10. Assessment:  Because the Power Points were posted on Blackboard before the lectures, I 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
took advantage 
of the notes page 
and took notes 
on computer as 
the slides were 
presented in 
class 
43.5% 50 
had the Power 
Points up on my 
computer during 
lecture but did 
not take lecture 
notes 
38.3% 44 
had my computer 
open during class 
but because the 
Power Points 
14.8% 17 
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were posted on 
Blackboard, I 
used class time 
to surf the web, 
play games, or 
use my time for 
other than 
course-related 
activities 
didn't feel the 
need to come to 
lecture 
3.5% 4 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
11. Active learning:  By using Top Hat, in-class discussion, and writing exercises, the course was 
structured to encourage students to participate in this class. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 1.8% 2 
Disagree 8.8% 10 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 20.2% 23 
Agree 50.0% 57 
Strongly agree 19.3% 22 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
12. Active Learning:  By using a combination of in-class work and Maple TA exercises, this course was 
designed to keep me engaged in learning. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 0.0% 0 
Disagree 8.7% 10 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 24.3% 28 
Agree 50.4% 58 
Strongly agree 16.5% 19 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
13. Active Learning:  Learning means remembering what the teacher has taught. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 2.6% 3 
Disagree 20.9% 24 
Neither agree nor 26.1% 30 
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disagree 
Agree 38.3% 44 
Strongly agree 12.2% 14 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
14. Active learning:  It is important that a teacher understands the feelings of the students. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 0.9% 1 
Disagree 2.6% 3 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 13.2% 15 
Agree 57.0% 65 
Strongly agree 26.3% 30 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
15. Active Learning:  Learning means students have ample opportunities to explore, discuss, and 
express their ideas. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 0.9% 1 
Disagree 2.6% 3 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 13.2% 15 
Agree 57.0% 65 
Strongly agree 26.3% 30 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
16. Interaction:  When the teacher asked for small group interaction, I discussed the questions we 
were assigned with other students around me. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Not at all 1.7% 2 
Not very much 11.3% 13 
Somewhat 32.2% 37 
Mostly 30.4% 35 
Yes indeed 24.3% 28 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
17. Interaction:  Because the class used Top Hat, when we were asked to discuss material with each 
other, I discussed the material more seriously. 
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Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 5.2% 6 
Disagree 8.7% 10 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 29.6% 34 
Agree 44.3% 51 
Strongly agree 12.2% 14 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
18. Interaction:  Because the class was being asked to write a short in-class essay, when we were 
asked to discuss the material with each other, I discussed the material more seriously. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 1.7% 2 
Disagree 5.2% 6 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 28.7% 33 
Agree 45.2% 52 
Strongly agree 19.1% 22 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
19. Top Hat:  The use of Top Hat helped me learn. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 9.6% 11 
Disagree 11.4% 13 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 29.8% 34 
Agree 29.8% 34 
Strongly agree 19.3% 22 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
20. Top Hat:  By using Top Hat in this class, I got feedback on my understanding of class material. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 7.0% 8 
Disagree 13.0% 15 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 18.3% 21 
Agree 45.2% 52 
Strongly agree 16.5% 19 
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answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
21. Top Hat:  I paid attention to whether or not my answers to the Top Hat questions were right or 
wrong. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 1.8% 2 
Disagree 3.5% 4 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 9.6% 11 
Agree 38.6% 44 
Strongly agree 46.5% 53 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
22. Top Hat:  Top Hat questions encouraged me to be more engaged in the classroom process. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 3.5% 4 
Disagree 14.8% 17 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 20.0% 23 
Agree 39.1% 45 
Strongly agree 22.6% 26 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
23. Top Hat:  The instructor should continue to use Top Hat in the future. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 11.3% 13 
Disagree 19.1% 22 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 20.0% 23 
Agree 33.0% 38 
Strongly agree 16.5% 19 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
24. Top Hat:  If I have used clickers in other classes, I prefer to use Top Hat over clickers. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
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Strongly disagree 24.3% 28 
Disagree 20.0% 23 
I haven't used 
clickers 12.2% 14 
Agree 26.1% 30 
Strongly agree 17.4% 20 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
25. Top Hat:  The Top Hat sessions in class were: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Fun to participate 
in 12.2% 14 
Interesting break 
in class routine 56.5% 65 
Boring 17.4% 20 
A waste of time 13.9% 16 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
26. Top Hat:  When should Top Hat be used? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
In all lectures 4.3% 5 
In most lectures 40.9% 47 
Only the more 
difficult lectures 33.0% 38 
Never 21.7% 25 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
27. Top Hat:  Some of the lectures utilized Top Hat, the rest without.  Which would you prefer? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
With Top Hat 58.3% 67 
Without Top Hat 41.7% 48 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
28. Top Hat:  Using Top Hat periodically throughout the class helped maintain my attention. 
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Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
True 78.3% 90 
False 21.7% 25 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
29. Top Hat:  My opinion of Top Hat and the points assigned is: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
I think Top Hat 
should be used 
only when points 
are assigned. 
21.7% 25 
I like Top Hat 
with or without 
points being 
assigned. 
10.4% 12 
I think Top Hat 
should assign 
points for 
participation as 
well as for correct 
answers. 
51.3% 59 
I don't like Top 
Hat at all. 16.5% 19 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
30. Top Hat:  What is your least favorite aspect of using Top Hat? 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Expense 54.4% 62 
I like everything 
about Top Hat 9.6% 11 
Noise 2.6% 3 
Distraction by 
others 15.8% 18 
Does not 
enhance my 
learning 
17.5% 20 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
31. Human Geography Reader:  I completed the assignments in the Human Geography Reader: 
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Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
All of the time 14.8% 17 
Most of the time 34.8% 40 
Some of the time 29.6% 34 
A little bit 9.6% 11 
Not at all 11.3% 13 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
32. Human Geography Reader:  Usually the readings in the Human Geography Reader tied into the 
chapter we were reading in The Human Mosaic. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 2.6% 3 
Disagree 7.8% 9 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 35.7% 41 
Agree 47.0% 54 
Strongly agree 7.0% 8 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
33. Human Geography Reader:  The articles in the Human Geography Reader were: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very difficult to 
read 4.4% 5 
Often difficult to 
read 25.4% 29 
Only occasionally 
difficult to read 52.6% 60 
Usually easy to 
read 17.5% 20 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
34. The Human Geography Reader chapters usually helped me understand some aspect of The 
Human Mosaic chapters better. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 5.2% 6 
Disagree 13.9% 16 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 32.2% 37 
Agree 43.5% 50 
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Strongly agree 5.2% 6 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
35. Human Geography Reader:  Often I read the Human Geography Reader assignments instead of 
The Human Mosaic textbook chapters. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 4.3% 5 
Disagree 20.0% 23 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 33.0% 38 
Agree 35.7% 41 
Strongly agree 7.0% 8 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
36. Human Geography Reader:  The articles assigned in the Human Geography Reader added to my 
understanding of human geography. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Strongly disagree 4.3% 5 
Disagree 11.3% 13 
Neither agree nor 
disagree 25.2% 29 
Agree 52.2% 60 
Strongly agree 7.0% 8 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
37. Comparative:  I used Blackboard in Human Geography 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Never 1.7% 2 
Sometimes 12.2% 14 
Often 30.4% 35 
Very often 55.7% 64 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
38. Comparative:  Compared to Human Geography, I used Blackboard in other courses 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Never 0.9% 1 
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Not as often 14.9% 17 
As often 59.6% 68 
More often 24.6% 28 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
39. Comparative:  Because of the terms quizzes and in-class exercises, I spent time preparing for 
lectures in Human Geography 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Never 8.0% 9 
Sometimes 42.9% 48 
Often 32.1% 36 
Very often 17.0% 19 
answered question 112 
skipped question 3 
    
    
40. Comparative:  Compared to Human Geography, I spent the same amount of time preparing for 
lectures in other courses 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Never 7.8% 9 
Not as often 20.0% 23 
As often 51.3% 59 
More often 20.9% 24 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
41. Comparative:  Becuase of the in-class activities, I attended class in Human Geography 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Never 0.9% 1 
Sometimes 7.0% 8 
Often 16.5% 19 
Very often 33.0% 38 
Always 42.6% 49 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
42. Comparative:  Compared to my attendance in Human Geography, my attendance in other courses, 
on average, was 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Never 0.0% 0 
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Not as often 6.1% 7 
As often 73.0% 84 
More often 20.9% 24 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
43. Demographics:  My class status is: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Freshman 51.3% 59 
Sophomore 26.1% 30 
Junior 11.3% 13 
Senior 11.3% 13 
Graduate 0.0% 0 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
44. Demographics:  I am a Geography major: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
True 1.8% 2 
False 98.2% 112 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
    
    
45. I anticipate my grade in this class will be a/an 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
A 57.4% 66 
B 28.7% 33 
C 7.8% 9 
D 1.7% 2 
F 0.0% 0 
Pass 4.3% 5 
No Pass 0.0% 0 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
46. Demographics:  I would take another Geography course 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
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Never 20.9% 24 
Possibly 56.5% 65 
Likely 16.5% 19 
Very likely 6.1% 7 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
47. Demographics:  I primarily took this class: 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
To fulfill an ACE 
requirement 79.1% 91 
To fulfill other 
course 
requirements 
12.2% 14 
Because I was 
interested/curious 7.0% 8 
Becauise it was 
convenient for my 
schedule 
1.7% 2 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
48. Demographics:  I am a 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Male 61.9% 70 
Female 38.1% 43 
answered question 113 
skipped question 2 
    
    
49. Demographics:  This is my first college geography course. 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
True 87.0% 100 
False 13.0% 15 
answered question 115 
skipped question 0 
    
    
50. Demographics:  I had human geography in high school 
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
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True 37.7% 43 
False 62.3% 71 
answered question 114 
skipped question 1 
51. Demographics:  I am an international student.
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
True 17.9% 20 
False 82.1% 92 
answered question 112 
skipped question 3 
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Appendix 3:  Film Analysis Instructions 
Evaluation of “A Stranger Among Us” (30 points) 
 
• Please write a short essay (2-5 pages) including the following information 
• Identify the several groups (ethnic and otherwise) that were represented in the film 
• Whose perspective or perspectives were presented in the film?  Give examples 
• Describe in as much detail as you can, the urban ethnic neighborhood of the Hasidim – what did you 
 observe? 
• What did Detective Eden learn about the Hasidic culture? 
• What were some of the mistakes Detective Eden made? 
• Evaluate the film based on the five themes of Chapter 5 
• What do you believe the value was of showing this film in class? 
 
(You might want to start by creating an outline before you start writing the essay; remember thesis 
statement, topic sentences, structure, grammar) 
 
Characters: 
Emily Eden 
Arial 
Leah 
Jakov 
Mara 
The Rebe 
Levine 
The Balduceri Brothers 
